
North course 
Hole #1 - Concrete and left is ob, inside of the sprayed high water line is ob.  
Hole #2 - Fence line on far left of fairway ob, inside of the sprayed high water line is ob 
Hole #3 - Inside of the sprayed high water line is ob 
Hole #4 - Fence line behind the basket is ob 
Hole #5 - Fence Line of left side of fairway is ob 
Hole #6 - Fence Line on left side of fairway is ob 
Hole #7 - Inside of the sprayed high water line is ob 
Hole #8 - Inside of the sprayed high water line is ob 
Hole #9 - Inside of the sprayed high water line is ob 
Hole #10 - Inside of the sprayed high water line is ob 
Hole # 11 - Fence Line to the right is ob 
Hole # 12 - Inside of the sprayed high water line is ob 
Hole # 13 - 
Hole #14 - Inside of the sprayed high water line is ob 
Hole # 15 - Fence line behind basket is ob 
Hole # 16 - Fence line to the right is ob 
Hole # 17 - Fence line to the right is ob 
Hole # 18 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
South Course 
Hole # 1 - surrounded by water is ob, Tall fence behind and to the right of the basket is ob 
Hole # 2 - Fence line on the right is ob 
Hole # 3 - Fence line on the right, and the fenced in swim pond area behind the basket is ob 
Hole # 4 - Rock line (sprayed) and beyond is ob, mando right of tree on the mound (signage). If tee shot goes ob or misses the mando 
from the tee box, proceed to drop zone. 
Holes #5- 18 no notes 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
Camp Course 
Hole # 1 - Fence Line to the right is ob 
Hole # 2 - Fence Line to the Right is ob 
Hole # 3 - Fence line to the right is ob. NOTE- DO NOT HOP THE FENCE TO GET YOUR DISC, notify tournament central and we will 
get them back 
Hole # 4 -  
Hole # 5 -  Mando left of the tree (signage), NOTE- DO NOT HOP THE FENCE TO GET YOUR DISC, notify tournament central and we 
will get them back 
Holes # 6 - 18 - No Notes 



 


